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Without verbs, where would a story go? NOWHERE. Characters, animals, and nature canÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t

be or do anything without a verb. Characters canÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t laugh, animals canÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t attack,

and trees canÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t sway in the breeze. Verbs provide excitement, drive the narrative and paint

vivid pictures.Why say, she looked, if she can gawk, spy, or examine? Looked offers vague action,

where the alternatives show action and expression. The right verb choice can illustrate the

characterÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s state of mind, his mood, as well as physical characteristics.Inside this book,

youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll find stronger choices listed in alphabetical order for everyday verbs such as enter,

walk, ran, took, etc. This quick reference will help you use more descriptive verbs to convey better

images in the readerÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s mind.
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Most writers, fall back on the words that they use most often, because peoplelive by patterns, and



don't like to change what seems to work.The trouble with that is, after proof reading, or rereading

what you have written,the same action words keep popping up, and your pattern will start to make

readersskip over paragraphs or whole pages.Not something you want to have them do.This is a

short, but information filled guide, to help you avoid, that same old tired and wornout pattern, many

of us have been trapped by.So, ramp up your action scenes, and grab your readers attention, by

keeping their eyes riveted andconnected, where you want them to be........on your words.

What a wonderful book. It really helps to keep your verb tenses in active vs. passive and I've used it

tons in just the first few days I've had it. Great writer resource and one I will use all the time.

Every author needs strong verbs.Every speaker lives or dies by their verbs.Learning how to

appropriately redesign your sentences to breathe life into conversations and stories is an

under-utilized exercise.This book will help highlight how lifting your phrases from merely existing

into your audience's colorful memories will increase your credibility...and make your teeth

whiter....Well...maybe they just SEEM whiter because now your educated articulation will make your

counters appear much dimmer.

Fantastic, if you want to bring some color into your speech or writing - do yourself a favor. Buy this

book.Particular if you have to prepare speeches or have to draft presentation, instead of using the

old boring words, Strong Verbs Strong Voice gives you a chance to magnify your audience.

This handy reference tool is amazingly helpful during the revision stage of any fiction story. I highly

recommend this guidebook to writers at any stage in their career who want to polish their narrative.

A handy tool to keep in your writer's toolbox.

This book makes my writing so much more vivid. It helps me help my readers to see what I'm trying

to describe. I highly recommend this book, especially for those of us who struggle with 'telling vs.

showing'. Strong Verbs Strong Voice is laid out for easy searching, specific generic verbs like

'look/saw' then a list in alphabetical order of many more vibrant options. Great book! If you're a

writer, check out this book! :)

This book has helped to find the words I knew, but forgotten as I write my novels or short stories. A

good reference book for any writer.



A great tool for writers. A condensed thesaurus of verb choices which is very helpful as a

brainstorming tool and cheat sheet.Teresa R.
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